Dear members of RC 29, welcome to this new edition of December 2022.

This bulletin contains all information about recent activities of RC29, as well as everything related to preparations for the World Congress of Sociology celebrated in Melbourne, Australia from June 25th to July 1st, 2023. Also, we have included information about publications, seminars, call for papers, some articles from our community, Webinars, and more information that may be of your interest.

We appreciate your suggestions for the next issues of the Panopticon, for our new website rc29.colmex.mx, as well as our Facebook page ISA RC 29/The Panopticon
Please write to: isa-rc29@colmex.mx
We hope to see you at the congress
Please look at our new website click here.
Best regards

RC29 Board
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Estimados miembros de RC 29, bienvenidos a otra edición del Panopticon de este 2022.

Este boletín contiene toda la información acerca de las actividades recientes de RC29, así como todo lo relacionado con los preparativos del Congreso Mundial de Sociología que celebraremos en Melbourne, Australia, del 25 de junio al 1º de julio de 2023. Además, hemos incluido información sobre publicaciones, coloquios, invitaciones a publicar, algunos artículos de miembros de nuestra comunidad, Webinars, y más información que puede ser de su interés.

Agradecemos nos envíen sugerencias para los próximos números del Panopticon, para nuestra nueva página Web rc29.colmex.mx, así como nuestra página de Facebook ISA RC 29/The Panopticon
Por favor escribanos a: isa-rc29@colmex.mx
Esperamos verlos en el congreso
Por favor, consulte nuestro sitio web haciendo click aquí
Saludos cordiales

RC29 Board
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Calendar and Deadlines

XX World Congress of Sociology

December 15, 2022 – January 26, 2023 24:00 GMT

• Sessions Scheduling
  December 15 - January 15: Confex schedules Joint Sessions, Roundtables, and Poster sessions
  January 16 - January 26: Program Coordinators schedule regular sessions

January 31, 2023 24:00 GMT

• Applications for Registration Grants: Program Coordinators receive applications for ISA grants submitted by the participants by this deadline.

February 15, 2023 24:00 GMT

• Submission of proposed Registration Grants recipients: Program Coordinators send a list of selected individuals and amounts recommended to the ISA Secretariat isa@isa-sociology.org for verification and approval.

March 22, 2023 24:00 GMT

• Registration deadline for presenters: Registration must be paid by the deadline. Confex matches registrations with accepted presenters and will send out a last reminder to register. Presenters who have failed to register will be automatically deleted from the program.
April 3 - 18, 2023 24:00 GMT

• Session Organizers modify sessions based on withdrawal of non-registered presenters.

• Chairs and discussants are assigned from among the registered participants.

• Program Coordinators complete session schedule according to the conference timetable.

May 9, 2023 24:00 GMT

• Online program published
Gender Violence: Atrocities on Women and Other Vulnerable Groups in Covid Era
Session Organizers: Mariana Possas, Federal University of Bahia (UFBA), Brazil; Arpita Mitra, KIIT School of Law, India


Maria isabella CRISTEA: Intimate Partner Violence in the Spanish Digital Press

Yashfeen ADIL: Veiled Muslim Women and Agency: A Study of the Swadhintan Andolan 2.0 in Kolkata, India


Jhilli MOHAPATRA,: Women Employees in Hospital Sector : A Study on Techno-Stress during Covid19 Pandemic in a Super Speciality Hospital in Bhubaneswar, India

Lucy JEGEDE: Interpreting the Nexus between Broken Window Theory and Yorúbá Cultural Proverbs in Preventing Sexually-Related Offences in Soutwestern Nigeria.

Prision, Penitentiary Studies and Human Rights. Part I
Session Organizers: Jacqueline Sinhoretto, Arturo Alvarado Mendoza

Caroline AGBOOLA: Illicit Drugs Use in South Africa: The Case of Female Correctional Centres.

Chukwunwike NWANGWU: Stakeholders Perspective on Correctional Officers’ Attitude As Predictors to Recidivism in Maximum Security Custodial Center in Southeast, Nigeria: A Qualitative Analysis.
Alex ANTWI: Sexual Relationships Among Prisoners in Ghana

Anton SYMKOVYCH: Prisoners’ Take on Rehabilitation in South African Correctional Centres

**Organized Cybercriminal Groups**
Session Organizer: David Bright

Markus KAAKINEN and Teemu VAUKONEN: Cybercriminal Communities: Online Communities and the Development of Young People’s Cybercriminal Behavior

Diab AL-BADAYNEH, Anis BEN BRIK, Hamad Bin Khalifa and Mohamed SHAHIN: Effects of Strain on Cyberbullying Victimization Among Expatriate Students in Qatar: An Empirical Test of General Stain Theory

Chad WHELAN, David BRIGHT, James MARTIN and Benoit DUPONT: Revealing the hidden networks of criminal groups conducting and facilitating ransomware attacks

David BRIGHT, Chad WHELAN and James MARTIN: Organized cybercriminal groups: Old vines, new winemakers

Suleman LAZARUS: Advantageous Comparison: Using Twitter Responses to Understand Similarities between Cybercriminals (“Yahoo Boys”) and Politicians (“Yahoo men”)

Deblina MAJUMDER: Artificial Intelligence and Subordinate Judiciary: A Study on the Judicial Officers of Eastern India

**Insecurities, Violence and Democracy in the Global South**
Session Organizer: Jose Alfredo Zavaleta, Universidad de Veracruz, Mexico

Mary Luz SANDOVAL ROBAYO: Violencia e Izquierda Democrática En Colombia: Las Elecciones De 2022.
Jose Alfredo ZAVALETA: Las Arenas Públicas En Torno Del Corredor Del Istmo De Tehuantepec, México

Emilio AYOS: Young People, Work and Education: Perspectives and Problematizations on the Question of Insecurity in Post-Pandemic Argentina (2021-2022)

Sergio ADORNO: New Facts and New Meanings of Violence in Contemporary Brazilian Society: Hatred, Cruelty, Intolerance, Radicalism

Gabriel TENENBAUM EWIG: Los Protectores Del Capital: Los Servicios Que Brinda Uruguay Al Tráfico Internacional De Las Drogas Illegales.

Erick GALAN-CASTRO: Los Colectivos De Familiares De Desaparecidos y La Construcción De Paz En Veracruz. Oportunidades y Estrategias De Acción Colectiva.

**Policing and Punishment in Global Perspective**

Session Organizer: Mariana Possas, Federal University of Bahia (UFBA), Brazil

Ariadne NATAL: Determinants of Police Lethality in Brazil

Sergio PADILLA ONATE: Cambios y Continuidades En Las Prácticas De Tortura Por Parte De Policías y Militares En México.

Rodrigo AZEVEDO: Deciphering the Sphinx: Police and Criminal Justice in the Face of Authoritarian Temptation

Antonio FUENTES DIAZ: Las Armas De La Paz: El Efecto Pacificador De La Defensa Comunitaria En El Sur De México

Gabriel FUNARI: Police Gangs in Brazil: Historical Origins, Shifting Forms and Governance Repertoires

Emeka OBIOHA: Barriers to Accessing the Criminal Justice Services in Post-Apartheid South Africa: Reflections on the Policing System.
**Criminal Organizations, Drugs and the Youth**
Session Organizer: Nirmal Chakrabarti, West Bengal National University of Juridical Sciences, India

Ethan MOORE: A New Framework for Understanding Cryptomarket Participant

Teresa NAVARRETE: Life Histories of Young People Who Have Participated in Organized Crime Groups

Emilio AYOS:: The Reorientation of Interventions Towards Young People in the Context of Pandemics and the Issue of Police Violence. Analysis of the “Envión” Programme (Argentina, 2020-2021)

Pedro CAMARGOS: : The War on Organized Crime after Redemocratization in Brazil: From Human Rights Discourse to Militarization of Security


**Prision, Penitentiary Studies and Human Rights. Part II**
Session Organizer: Deblina Majumder

Helena SCHUETTLER: Between Freedom and Security: Decision-Making Practice in the Penal System


Sultan KHAN: The Role of Faith Based Organisations (FBOs) in the Rehabilitation of Offenders
Teresa CONSOLI: The Role of University in Prison: A Study on Italian Institutions.

**Theoretical and Practical Dimensions of Green Crimes**
Session organizer: Arpita Mitra, KIIT School of Law, India; Nirmal Chakrabarti, West Bengal National University of Juridical Sciences, India

Maneesha MISHRA: Combating Green Crimes in India: Analysing the Role of Wildlife Forensics through the Perspective of Green Criminology.

Ines DURAN MATUTE and Rodrigo CAMARENA: Bears and Rivers As Rights Holders: Between Capitalist Fetishization and Ambivalent Instrumentality

Somabha BANDOPADHAY and Shivam PANDEY: Ecocide: The Way Forward in Sustaining Mother Nature

Henrique MENDONÇA: Parasite, Predator or Symbiosis? Understanding Criminal Governance By Biological Metaphors

**Policing, Violence and Public Security in a Global Perspective**
Session Organizer: Arturo Alvarado Mendoza, El Colegio de Mexico, Mexico / President ISA-RC29, Mexico

Nirmal CHAKRABARTI and Arpita MITRA: Smart Policing in India: Quandaries to Urban Transformation


Hina FAZAL and Muhammad ASIF: Justification and Legitimacy of Police Violence: A Cultural Explanation

Jacqueline SINHORETTO: Policing and Racism in São Paulo, Brazil: Militarization, Innovation, Authoritarianism
F. Okeshola and A. A. Bala: Police Brutality and It Implications on CRIME Prevention and Control in Abuja, Nigeria

Sergio ADORNO: Organized Crime, Public Opinion Makers and Police Organizations in Contemporary Brazil

**Drugs, Organized Crime and Illicit Markets**
Session Organizer: Vicenzo Scalia

Scott DUXBURY: Embedded Risks: Network Trade Structure and Drug Purchasing Trajectories on a Darknet Drug Market

Gogo Tamuno BRIGHT: Experiences of Substance Use and Abuse Among Youths in Nigeria

Andre SARLI: The Digital Cartel? Experiences of Marginalized Teenagers in Brazil with Drug Cartels through Social Media

Edgar GUERRA: Criminal Organizations, Drug Trafficking, and Daily Life. an Analysis of the Evolution of Organized Crime from a Social Systems Perspective

**Security Policies and Political Crisis**
Session Organizers: Paul Hathazy

Pamela Irving JACKSON: Storming the Capital: Hate Crimes, Far-Right Domestic Terrorism, and Democratic Backsliding in the U.S., Canada and Europe

Joao VELLOSO: Exception, Policing and Executive Power during the Ottawa Occupation By Freedom Convoy Protesters

Arthur COSTA: The Fragile Governance of Security in Brazil

Akindutire FRANCIS: Prevailing Challenges Limiting the Efforts of Security Agencies in Fighting Kidnapping/Terrorism in Nigeria
Monday AGBEYI: Intelligence Gathering and Management of Internal Security of Oil-Gas Operations in the Niger Delta Region


**Social Violence and Urban Studies**
Session Organizers: Mary Luz Sandoval Robayo, Miguel Angel Vite Perez,

Yuetong ZHAO: Interpretation of Foucault’s Micro Power Thought: Take the Documentary “Ermao” As an Example

Miguel Angel VITE PEREZ, and Altamirano Santiago Mijael ALTAMIRANO: La Desigualdad Social Espacial ¿Causa De La Violencia Social Urbana?

Arpita MITRA: ICTs in Risk Management: An Appraisal of Urban Policing in India

Ana HUESCA: Incertidumbre, Bienestar y Percepción De Inseguridad

Muñoz ALDO: Violencia Politica y Resultados Electorales En El Estado De Mexico

Lucy JEGEDE, and Damilare AGBABIKA: Fear of Kidnapping and Socio-Economic Lifestyle of Residents in Ado-Ekiti Nigeria

**Comparative Juvenile Correctional Education: Toward the Transcendence of Globalized Penal Populism**
Session organizer: Yasuhiyo Sugimoto, University of Miami; Carolina González Laurino

Marilia RAMOS, Leticia SCHABBACH, Melissa DE MATTOS PIMENTA, Ana Paula Motta COSTA The Implementation of the National Socio-Educational Assistance System (SINASE) to Assist Young Brazilian Offenders
Krzysztof SAWICKI: Drug-Involved Juvenile in Social Rehabilitation Facility. Between Correction, Therapy and Education

Teemu VAUHKONEN: Evaluation of a Finnish Youth Crime Intervention Model

Stavroola ANDERSON, Helen FARLEY2 and Jocelyn HUMBLEY: Empathy through Education

Driss HARRA: Understanding the Ongoing Get Tough Movement Regarding Juvenile Justice Practice in France and Japan – Tracking a Common Direction of Change


Session Organizers: Arpita Mitra, KIIT School of Law, India; Nirmal Chakrabarti, West Bengal National University of Juridical Sciences, India.

Maneesha MISHRA: Combating Green Crimes in India: Analysing the Role of Wildlife Forensics through the Perspective of Green Criminology

Ines DURAN MATUTE and Rodrigo CAMARENA: Bears and Rivers As Rights Holders: Between Capitalist Fetishization and Ambivalent Instrumentality

Somabha BANDOPADHAY and Shivam PANDEY: Ecocide: The Way Forward in Sustaining Mother Nature

Henrique MENDONCA: Parasite, Predator or Symbiosis? Understanding Criminal Governance By Biological Metaphors

13 Sessions 1 Joint Session

68 Accepted Papers

6 Months left for the upcoming XX World Congress of Sociology
Inscriptions for the XX World Congress of Sociology are now open with deadline: **March 22, 2023 24:00 GMT**

ISA will be providing some registration grants for the XX World Congress of Sociology. If you want to apply, please send an email to **isa-rc29@colmex.mx** with the following info:

1.- Complete name  
2.- Country  
3.- University  
4.- If your attendance will be virtual or presencial  
5.- Reason why you are applying for the grant (300 words max)

RC 29 will decide the beneficiaries and the amount of grant given to each applicant and will be giving preliminary results at late February, waiting for ISA approval for the shortlist.

ISA will be handling the grants prior registration deadline.

**Deadline: January 31, 2023**

*Registration grants can be allocated to individual ISA members in good standing (i.e. who have paid the individual membership fee) who are active participants in the conference program*

*Grants will be given as codes, no cash.*
Call for papers

Caribbean Journal of Criminology (CJC)

The Special Issue
The Caribbean Journal of Criminology invites submissions for its 2023 ONE UWI Special Issue, which seeks to boost the collaboration between crime and violence researchers in the Caribbean spread across the Mona, St. Augustine, Cave Hill, Open and Five Islands Campuses of the University of the West Indies.

Papers and Topics
Authors are invited to submit high-quality, unpublished, original academic essays, policy-focused essays, book reviews or commentary on theory examining topics including but not limited to the following:

1. Physical and non-physical victimization pre and during the COVID-19 pandemic.
2. Victimization associated with gang and non-gang membership.
3. Results from evaluations of primary, secondary and tertiary level interventions.
4. Criminal justice systems.
5. Criminological theory.

Deadline for the receipt of abstracts: **February 15, 2023**
Notification of acceptance: **March 15, 2023**
Full paper submission: **June 1, 2023**

The Editor
Caribbean Journal of Criminology
The Institute of Criminal Justice and Security
Regional Headquarters
The University of the West Indies
Tel: (876) 977-6275
For all journal queries: cjc@uwimona.edu.jm

[Link to guidelines]
Call for Papers: Race, Racism, and Transitional Justice

The International Journal of Transitional Justice is seeking high-quality papers for their 2024 Special Issue that aims to consider transitional justice within a broader and renewed demand for racial justice and reckoning. Submission deadline: June 1, 2023.

Some of the lines of the investigation:
1. How have diverse experiences of race and racialization in the Global North and South, at the local, national, and transnational levels, in the past and in the present, shaped the contexts in which transitional justice has been deemed the appropriate response?

2. How in practice have countries responded to racial injustice utilizing transitional justice methodologies and what can we learn from these responses?

3. Does transitional justice provide the appropriate tools to address racial injustice that is simultaneous of the past and present?

4. How do recent demands for reckoning with systemic and historic racial injustice implicate transitional justice’s own valorization of liberal democracy as the goal of successful transitions?

5. Can transitional justice respond to social movement demands and visions for racial justice and the remaking or abolition of unjust societal arrangements, including material redistribution of wealth secured through colonial theft and mass violence?

6. What does racial justice require of transitional justice in terms of affirmative action, reparations, land redistribution, and transformation more generally?

For specific questions about potential submissions please contact the guest editors at: achiume@law.ucla.edu / msirleaf@law.umaryland.edu
Call for Papers: Race, Racism, and Transitional Justice
This Special Issue of the International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health (IJERPH) brings together new interdisciplinary analyses of the impacts of substance use, stigma and social harm on health and social inequalities during a time of global upheaval. This arises partly out of the WHO’s agenda for social justice in which they advocate that everyone should have the same opportunities to lead a healthy life. However, we are witnessing a worrying escalation in drug-related deaths in the UK and globally.

Some of the lines of the investigation:
1.-How and why is stigma weaponised against people who use drugs?
2.-What social and health harms arise from stigma connected to drug use? We are particularly interested in a focus on mental health.
3.-How is stigma variously experienced by PWUD from within and across different stages of the criminal justice system, social care, and public health services?
4.-How is stigma identified, negotiated, resisted, or refused by people who use drugs at different stages of the life course and across different intersections of identity?
5.-How does the stigmatisation of people who use drugs impact on a person’s sense of inclusion in society?
6.-Does stigma harm people who use drugs equally, or is this unevenly experienced? How can we imagine criminal justice systems and public health differently so that they operate to reduce social harm experienced by PWUD?

Deadline: Manuscript submissions accepted until Nov 2023

Contact: Dr Michelle Addison Michelle.Addison@DURHAM.AC.UK
Call for papers

Criminal Justice and Security in Central and Eastern Europe: The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals

Rural and Urban Safety and Security Perspectives
To ensure effective implementation of security and safety, reforms, strategies, and policies ought to be driven by knowledge, facts, identified problems, and research expertise. With the aim to identify good practices and research this year’s proposed Conference theme covers a wide range of topics related to the policing strategies and criminal justice policy development, implementation, reforms, and research.

Any topic related to the UN 17 SDGs, urban and rural perspectives in relation to the following topics, especially on:

1.-Deviance, crime and crime control
2.-Policing, criminal justice and other social reactions on crime
3.-Community, evidence-based, problem-oriented and intelligence-led policing
4.-Plural policing - local government law enforcement and private security
5.-Follow-up and evaluation research in criminal justice and criminology
6.-Traditions of criminal justice, criminology and security research

A deadline for abstract submission is March 31, 2023. The authors will receive a reply from the conference organizers no later than April 20, 2023.

You are encouraged to submit your full paper(s) by September 1, 2023. Selected papers are going to be peer-reviewed and included in the conference proceedings, Journal of Criminal Investigation and Criminology, and Journal of Criminal Justice and Security. Papers should be sent to prof. Gorazd Meško.

Link to ISSRC
Link to call
Global Dialogue is the digital magazine of ISA. The first volume came out in 2010 as a newsletter. Global Dialogue now appears 3 times a year in multiple languages. It is open access and available to all. It is a lively forum for conducting debates and interviews within our discipline. It contains clashing views, visions and accounts from different corners of the globe, analysis of pressing issues of our time, discussions on theoretical approaches, and interviews with sociologists about the perspectives for our discipline. It offers a sociological lens on current world events, underlining our continuing relevance to public debates. The global community of ISA is welcome to contribute with articles and take part in this vivid exchange. Global Dialogue is made possible by the extraordinary energies and dedication of editorial teams around the world and by the contributions of our members.
Join us for the ACJS 60th Annual Meeting, March 14 - 18, 2023, at the Gaylord National Resort and Convention Center. ACJS President Denise Paquette Boots is excited to bring you a content rich program focused on “60 Years of ACJS: Critical Connections between Civil Rights, Crime, and Social Justice.” She and the 2023 program committee chairs have worked hard to assemble topic areas within the Criminal Justice Sciences that are timely and relevant. Whether you are in academia or a practitioner, there is something for everyone.

Registration deadline: February 6, 2023
Annual Meeting HASHTAG: #ACJSAM2023

Annual Meeting Host Hotel
Gaylord National Resort & Convention Center
201 Waterfront Street
National Harbor, MD 20745
Phone: 301-965-4000
The deadline for submissions was October 7, 2022. The program chairs will make decisions on submissions by October 31, 2022.

Dates: Thursday, **February 2, 2023** through Saturday, **February 4, 2023**

Please direct all inquiries about the conference and the program chairs at [conference-chair@westerncriminology.org](mailto:conference-chair@westerncriminology.org)
Governing the City by Human Rights Objectives: Managing Concepts & Instruments

The third edition of the “Human Rights Go Local: What Works” Academy is dedicated to management concepts and methods used to govern at the local level in order to improve local service provision through human rights objectives. Participants will discuss existing approaches and techniques that help to integrate an approach based on human rights into the planning and review of services and into the managerial, administrative and policy-processes of local governments.

Agenda

1. Wednesday, 1 February 2023: Stocktaking: Human rights objectives in public management (11:30 – 16:00 CET)
2. Thursday, 2 February 2023: Implementing human rights in public management: what works? (12:00 – 16:00 CET)
3. Friday, 3 February 2023: Networking opportunities for the next generation (13:30 – 15:30 CET)
4. Monday, 6 February 2023: Way forward: Building bridges towards sustainable results (12:00 – 16:00 CET)
5. Tuesday, 7 February 2023: Networking and cooperation–building (12:00–16:00 CET)
6. Wednesday, 8 February 2023: High Level Conference to discuss and present the Outcome Document (exact time tba)

For any questions please email: academy2023@humanrightsgolocal.org
Virtual Congress

Fifth International Conference of the South Asian Society of Criminology and Victimology

FIFTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF THE SOUTH ASIAN SOCIETY OF CRIMINOLOGY AND VICTIMOLOGY (SASCV)

THEME: CYBER CRIMINOLOGY, LAW, SECURITY AND FORENSICS.

January 27 - 28, 2023 – Bengaluru, Karnataka, India

Y.S.R. Murthy
Patron - SASCV 2023
Vice Chancellor
RV University

K. Jaishankar
General Chair & President - SASCV 2023
Principal Director
International Institute of Crime and Security Sciences

www.sascv.org/conf2023
Colloque organisé sous l'égide de l'université de Caen Normandie
Par la faculté de Droit et l’ICREJ
En partenariat avec l’institut international des droits de l’Homme et de la paix

DROITS ET LIBERTÉS
FONDAMENTAUX EN PRISON :
DE LA LOI PÉNITENTIAIRE AU
CODE PÉNITENTIAIRE

Comité scientifique :
Agnès Cerf-Hollender, maître de conférences HDR en droit privé et sciences criminelles, université de Caen Normandie
Jean-Manuel Larralde, professeur de droit public, université de Caen Normandie

Vendredi 27 janvier 2023
Campus 1 / bât. D / Amphithéâtre Demolombe
DROITS ET LIBERTÉS FONDAMENTAUX EN PRISON : DE LA LOI PÉNITENTIAIRE AU CODE PÉNITENTIAIRE


PROGRAMME

9h : Accueil des participants
9h10 : Mots d’accueil
Florent Petit, doyen de la Faculté de Droit et Thibault Douville, codirecteur de l’ICREJ

Matinée – La réception du code pénitentiaire

Présidence : Jonas Bochet, directeur de l’Institut International des droits de l’Homme et de la Paix
9h30 : Présentation du code pénitentiaire
Laurent Ridel, directeur de l’administration pénitentiaire
9h50 : La réception du code pénitentiaire au regard du droit européen
Jean-Manuel Larrayd, professeur de droit public à l’université de Caen Normandie

10h10 : débat et pause

10h30 : La réception du code pénitentiaire par les professionnels
Christelle-Marie Barbier, directrice adjointe, maison d’arrêt de Caen
Maître Claude Marand-Gombar, avocat au Barreau de Caen
Didier Bazin, délégué régional de l’ANVP (Association nationale des visiteurs de prison)
Annick Le Roux, visiteuse de prison

11h30 : débat

12h : pause déjeuner
Après-midi – Les droits et libertés fondamentaux des personnes incarcérées dans le code pénitentiaire

Présidence : Maud Léna, rédactrice en chef de la Revue AJ Pénal

I. La vie privée et familiale des détenus

14h : Le maintien des liens avec l’extérieur
Thomas Besse, maître de conférences en droit privé et sciences criminelles, université de Caen Normandie

14h20 : Les détenus transgenre : quelle prise en compte ?
Morgan Pénitot, doctorant en droit public, université de Caen Normandie

II. La santé des détenus

14h40 : L’accès aux soins en détention : la télémédecine
Amandine Cayol, maître de conférences en droit privé et sciences criminelles, université de Caen Normandie

15h : Les soins psychiatriques en détention
Mathias Couturier, maître de conférences en droit privé et sciences criminelles, université de Caen Normandie

III. Le travail en détention

15h50
Par Laurence Fin-Langer, professeure en droit privé et sciences criminelles, université de Caen Normandie
et Fanny Gabroy, docteure en droit privé et sciences criminelles, enseignante-chercheuse contractuelle, université de Tours

IV. Les droits procéduraux des détenus

16h10
Par Théo Scherer, docteur en droit privé et sciences criminelles et attaché temporaire d’enseignement et de recherche (A.T.E.R) à l’université de Caen Normandie

16h30 : débat et pause

17h : Rapport de synthèse
Agnès Cerf-Hollender, maître de conférences HDR en droit privé et sciences criminelles, université de Caen Normandie

Link to full information
Prizes

XII Premio Iberoamericano en Ciencias Sociales

**Work:** Inedit and unpublished research results in between 8,000-10,000 haracters. It won't be considered masters or PhD diertations.

**Participants:** Latinamerican, caribbean spanish and portuguese researchers with at least three years of experience in research methodologies.

**Prize:** There will be 1 unique prize of approx of 6,000 dls (120,000 mexican pesos)

Deadline to register in the online platform: **February 31, 2023**

Deadline to send work: **August 31, 2023**

The jury decision will be announced: **February 29, 2024**

[Link to call]
Vacancies

Click on the vacancie to read full requirements

Türkiye researcher
- Amnesty International -
Closing date: January 9, 2023
Main office: London, other positions might be considered
Salary: GBP 52,241

Associate Project Officer (Crimes that Affect Environment)
- UN -
Closing date: December 28, 2022
Main office: Brasilia, Brazil.

International Affairs Director Search in the College of Social Sciences and Humanities
- Northeastern University -
Main office: London

Kosovo Specialist Chambers and Specialist Prosecutor’s Office
- UN -
Closing date: January 12, 2022
Main office: The Hague, Netherlands
Contact
Towards the XX World Congress of Sociology
“Resurgent Authoritarianism: The Sociology of New Entanglements of Religions, Politics”
Melbourne, Australia, June 25-July 1, 2023

BOARD 2018-2022
Click on the members names to read their newest articles

President: Arturo Alvarado, El Colegio de México.
Vice-President: Arpita Mitra, KIIT School of Law, India.
Secretary: Mariana Possas, Federal University of Bahia (UFBA), Brazil
Treasurer: Vicenzo Scalia, University of Florence, Italy
Board Members:
Paul C. Hathazy, CONICET, Argentina.
Mary Luz Sandoval Robayo, Universidad de Caldas, Colombia.
Jaqueline Sinhoretto, Federal University of Sao Carlos (UFSC), Brazil.
Miguel Ángel Vite Pérez, UAM Xochimilco, México.

To send articles and more:
isa-rc29@colmex.mx

Click here to visit the new RC 29 page
Click here to visit our Facebook page

The Panopticon